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problem. We suggest that unification should be the basis for an e 
tation. 
Before we can support this suggestion it is helpful to recall sc.me back 
results. Higher-order logics are always stronger than first-order 1
the standard semantics (cf. [6] and f25, pp 231-2 it is sometimes 
overlooked that this strength is irrelevant o the proving of theorems: in terms of 
deduce‘iue strength various hig~er~order syste 
first-order systems. Thus, example, fi 
theory is deductively straw than the usw 
treatment of similar sit 
r methods in csmputati 
hat many proofs are 
Evidence for this point is available in many places, although we indicate a few . 
examples in this paper. 
Naturality is very desirable from a computation 1 standpomt, but th 
deduction in type theory is technically more complicated than in first- 
ol~~ization is generally not possible). But t chnical problems can be 
overcome, particularly in a computational setting, as lo as natwality is preser-e 
in order to narrow the search space for a proof of some theorem. It is for ex 
this reason that we feel that unification should ble a basic feature of a higher- 
mechanization: asking whether two objects or wfs of thi langu e have a common 
instance, has a naturally different aning from the other ical features of 
deduction which deal with the strat planning of a proof in any sophistic 
implementation. 
We feel that unification should have this red position, in spite of the 
difficulty of the o-order unification problem. in his thesis (51 first pointed 
out numerous complications. Another compl the undecidability of third- 
order unification, was discovered independently by Huet [9] an,l Lucchesi [In]. 
Nevertheless, we prese ted a unification algorithm which raeriMes a set of general 
rs in a fairly strai htforward manner. Still, the corn ations are apparent in 
our complicated proof of Section 3. Howev r, the aim of that proof, and 
stions of Section 5, is I at much of the co 
ly: it appears thao the 
ret icai basis 
illn~lcillent~~tion, he exposition of this pt-tpes moves from them&-xl to pract+d. 
s our version of the 
sen: tind illustrate o 
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Av.a.; in case (W3), the arguments &, . . ., &, are each direct sub-wfs of 
@I.. . /3,,,. The sub-wfls of a wfl! 4 are given by the following inductive definition; 
(SI) Q is a sub-wf of 4. 
(S2) A sub-wfI 8 of a direct sub-w@ of Q is a sub-wf of C$ (and furthermore, in 
this case, 0 is called a prqer sub-wff). 
It should be noted that not every wff which appears in 4 is a sub-w@ of 4; to be 
certain, one must work inductively downward from @. To simplify this task visually, 
we often introduce parenthesis as an informal notation. For example, if f is a 
constant with the same type as cy in (W3) we might write f(& . . . , &) for fp, . . . pm 
(but it would be misleading to write f(&)(&). . . (pm)). If an expression ar is the 
head of a sub+8 y of Q and p occurs in a sub+8 of y we’will say that cy is above p 
(in 4) and, that /3 is below (Y. 
If p has a sub-wff Au. a. then any occurrence of v in hz,. a. is said to be bound in 
p; an occurrence of d variable which is not so bound is called free in p. 
Abbreviations. The above unambiguous grammar permits expression of most 
mathematical concepts, and yet simplifies many inductive proofs on the structure of 
the language. However, we will often write expressions in their more conventional 
form (e.g. cy > p for 1 a@). We also write Vxcu for ‘IIhx. a. and 3xar for ~VX 7 CU. 
We have chosen to use A as the only binding operator as it simplifies the unification 
description, and besides, in our grammar we can use this to define all but the most 
bizarre binding operators. We use Au*. . . u,. a. as an abbreviation for 
AU l......d4n.a!...... If the head of Q! is not some hv then Aul.. . u, is called the 
prefix of Au,. . . u,. a., and QI is called its matrix ; and ul,. . . , u, are called the prefix 
va.riables. If cy is a wff and O,, =. . , 8, are some disjoint sub-wffs of (Y, then Q! can also 
be denoted as cx [O,, . . . , t&J. However, when we write a! [&, . . . , A,] in the same 
context, then this latter expression will denote the wff /3 obt+ned from cll by 
replacing each 8i by &. 
1.3. Convemion of wfis 
Direct cmversions on wffs are given by the following rules: 
(Cl) An alphabetical change on a wff C$ is the replacement of all occurrences of 
a variable in some sub-wff Au. a. thy a variable v of the same type providing that 
v does nut occur in QI. 
(C2) A -reduction on a wff 4 is the replacement of a sub-ti Ati. a. & . . . Pm by 
cu’&...& h w ere a’ is the result of replacing in cy each free (in a) occurrence of u 
by PI (of course, we also allow m = 1). 
(C3) Arr end-reduction of a wff 4 is the replacement of a sub-wff Au. au. by (Y 
provided H does not occur free in cy. 
(C4) An end-expansion on a wff 4 is the replacement of a sub- 
provided u does not occur free in CY (and of course, T((Y) = (T(U), . 
this is just the dual of (C3)). 
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efinition 1.11. We say that Otis (2 and p convert (written a! = p) if (Y ;and 6 may 
each be transformed into the same wff y after a finite number of direct d:onversions 
((Cl) through (C4)) on each of Q! and /3 (where any direct conversions on either 
may be performed in any order; we remark that all conversions preserve the 
“meaning” of a wff). 
c(i) Let a@] be la ~vff with sub-wff p and suppose y = p ; then 
(ii) lfAv.p.=hv.y. thenp=r. 
. This lemma illustrates the “local” nature of conversion. Its proof is trivial 
noting the definitions (Cl) through (C4). 
Lemma 1.2. (i) For each wff a! there is a unique (up to alphabetical changes, (Cl)) 
wff p such that cy = p and no direct conversions of sorts (C2) or (C3) are applicable to 
P 
’ (ii) Stat&nent identical to (i) except that (C3) is replaced by its dual (C4). 
(iii) CoWersion ( 5 ) is an equiv&nce relation on wfls. 
emarks. Parts of these proofs are either simple or available elsewhere (cf. [US, 
Theorem 11). This result isI similar to the Church-Rosser Theorem for the 
&calculus, but simpler because here we have the inductive structure of types. Also, 
the existence result here does not hold for the type-less A-calculus. Of course, we 
do not get uniqueness if we allSow alphabetical changes (Cl). This might be 
overcome by introducing the notion of “object classes” (cf. [16]), where the class of 
Otis under sort (1) reductions could be given by a suitable labeled graph. However, 
such an elegant notion would become unwieldyy in Section 3. Testing = for wffs is 
easy and the uniqueness of 3 in (i) of the lemma is convenient. . 
nitio ‘2, For a given wfI a, a wff /? (unique up to (Cl)) as given by (i) of 
Lemma 1.2 is called a total-reduction of cy, and /3 is called totally-reduced. A wff p 
as given by (ii) of the lemma is called a long-reduction of a. A wff y to which no 
h -reductions, (C2), are applicable is called h -reduced. (Thus both totally reduced 
and long reduce s are h-reduced.) 
e are frequently concerned only with = for wffs, so it is visually convenient to 
put wffs into their total-reductions. owever, situations will occur when we need 
long-reductions and other A -reduced w s. It happens that h-reduced w 
some pleasant properties. 
(ii) If p = y and 
heads of p and y 
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both are A-reduced and have heads other than Av.. then the 
are the same variable or conszznt, and their corresponding 
arguments convert. 
I 
Proof. The first part proceeds by simple induction using the definition3 of head and 
A-reduction. The second part uses the first and t e definitions of the direct 
reductions. Ll 
xample. As long-reduction may not be familiar to the reader we give a Ion 
reduction of a third-order variable: Let r(f) = ((e-, 
G-(U) = T(V) = e. Then the unique (up to choice of bound va 
eduction of f is 
Aq.Au.fAv.qv.u.. 
It should be noted that a A-reduction cannot be applied to ho. qv. u because this is 
not a sub-wff of the given long-reduction (note the delinition of sub-ti a 
the types of the symbols). However, to make it easier for the reader to discover the 
sub-wff structure, we usualiy write the given long-reduction a3 
Aqu.gQAv.q(v).,u). 
Obviously, the long-reduction of a wff is not a simple form, and consequently, we 
shall not use it except when it becomes essential in the technical proofs of Section 3. 
1.4. Substitution 
The discussion in Section 3 requires that we develop the usual notion of 
substituion in a rather special way. By a substitution description (or generator) we 
mean a finite set of ordered pairs {(u*, &), . . . , (u,, 0”)) where the Ui ‘s are variable 
and the & ‘s a wtifs such that T(ui) = r(Oi). We often denote such a substitution 
descript ion su estivel ; 3-j {ul +- &, . . . , u, + 0”). 
nithn 3 For a given substitution description {u, c- 0,, . . . , u, c- 0,) we 
specify a substitution i; generated by this description to be a functi 
the set of all wffs into wffs where the value of fi at cy (denoted CY~) is a w 
convert Me ( =) to the result of replacing each free occurrence of U, in @I 
by t&, wth the special restriction that if 2 orsrM!e T is free i:j 8, but is bog 
ui in cy, then we p orm an alphabetical change on QC (replaci 
new val iable :Y ). or definiteness, we will assume that ,B is 
totally reduce4 except where indicated, and that the rule for selecting a w require 
in an alphabetical change is given. 
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&main of 5 (&noted dam*(6)) is the set of all variables on which t is not the 
identity. We say that fi extends F (denoted ii c p’) provided up’ s ~3 whenever tc 
b&ngs to &m*(G). The compositit3n (denoted fi 0 3) of sutstiiutions is just 
functional composition (i.e. for all cy, cu($ 4) is defined by (a$)@ (it is easy to 
notice tlhat dom*(to; 0 6) = don?(@) &I dom*(v’). We denote substitutions by 
$, 5, & +$A 6 and Z, where E always denotes a substitution which has the empty 
description (i.e. E is the identity at all wfh; the arrow notation is used to distinguish 
substitutions from wfIs). Sometimes we denote substitutions by their descriptions. 
As w_th wffs, we are really only concerned with = for substitutions, o for a given 5 
and Q we will assume that av” has whatevier form is convenient for our immediate 
purpose without bothering to indicate this. by a new 5’ (which is = 5). It should ue 
noted that dam*@) is always finite, and in fact the set of pairs {(y UC) 1 u E 
dam*(C)) provides the “smallest” description of 5. 
‘The following technical definition will prove critical in Section 3: 
Definition 1 AL A wff QY is goodfi~ 5 (a substitution) provided: if M E dam*(C) and 
v is boarIm in cx then 01 does not occur free in ~6, and furthermore UC = v. Note that 
the original defmiton of cri; can be considerably simnlified if cy is good for v’ (i.e. we 
do not have to worry whether or not the occurrence of ui is free to replace it by Qi, 
and furthermore we do not have to make the alphabetical change from v to w). 
(i) Given a wff 4 and a substitution 5, there is a wlpcr obtained from b, by 
alphabetkal chunges miy and such that a is good for i;. 
(ii) Let a be a wfl denoted by a [PI, . . . , P,, ] where? the disjoint sub-wffs pi together 
all free occunences of variables in a. If a is good for a substitution C9 then 
Part (ii) of this lemma will have a large number of useful applications in 
Part (i) is simply a technical device k allow us to apply part (ii). Hereafter 
we wit1 assum:. withour: comment hat suitable alphabetical changes (by some fixed 
rule) have been applied to a) whenever we need to use part (ii) of the lemma. Tkc 
pzrt (ii) use the deSnitions of /SIC and good and also Lemma 1.1. 
part (ii), the pi could be all of the occurrences of free variables in 
cx. Using this form of ti it8 the lemma we see that a(fi 0 Cj= 
a[v&z O J), . . .) IA, (& 0 5)]. This means that .g 0 i; may be described by suitably 
e descriptions of fi and 5 (t 
ed in [IS] and then it wac pr 
whereas associativity here follows ir(Jm the definition). 
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pie. Vv(p(u, v) 3 up(u,v)){u c-v,, +a}=Vw(p(v, w) 3 up@, w)); on 
the other hand Vup(u, v){u c- v, vca} = Vup(u, a) and p(u, v){u + V, m-a} = 
p(v, a). This example illustrates most of the essential features of substitution. 
Clearly, the conclusion of Lemma 1.4(ii) fails here for several reasons. We leave it 
as a simple exercise for the reader to convert Vv(p(u, v) 3 Vup(u, v)) into 
which is good for {u c- v, v c- a} and then to check that Lemma 1,.4(ii) s satisfied. 
emma 1.5. (1) Suppose P c 6, no variable in dom*(fi) - dom*( 3) occurs in dy, and 
/r is good for a. Then arc = afi. 
(2) Suppose t c $,q5, fi, c &, and no variable in dom*(&,)-dom*(&) is in 
dam*(G). Then 3 c fi&. 
Proof. For (1) write cy[vl,. . . , v,,] to exhibit all occurrences of its free variables. 
assumption, vi6 = V$ for all of these Vi. SO by Lemmas 1.4 and 1 .l, ai; = 
cY[Vi~,...,V*~]“Q![V*~,...,t),pC]~ar~. 
For (2) suppose v E dam*@). If v e dom*(pJ then v6 = ~6. If v E dom*(&) 
then by assumption v E dom*(&) and v& = vrfil. So in either case vi; = 
V(fiPpc). lz 
1.5. ,Comparison of wffs 
In the next section when we come to the unification problem, it will be important 
to “compare” two wffs. To do this properly w.? will see that end-expansions are 
etssential. 
Let cy and /3 be two wffs of the same type. ‘~fien there are wfls 
and @[&, . . . 9 & ] which are unique up to choice of bound variables and 
sotch that : 
(1.) a = eir,, . . . , ~~1; 
(2) p = qa,, . . . , ii&]; 
(3) for each i? 7(yi) = T(i$), t the heads of yi and & are d rent : 
(4) the head of each yi and s a variable ot a constant ; 
(5) each I);+~ and Si is totally 
(6) 8 aboele the Y~‘s (OY $i ‘s) r’s totally redlxe 
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variables which are identical, then we proceed to their direct sub-wffs which again 
must have the same type. If the heads of cy’ and /3’ are both variables or constants 
then we designate a’ and /3’ as some yi and 6’ and stop. If the heads of ar and @ are 
Au and ho, then a(cu ‘) == -7(/Y) implies that r(u) = r(v) noting the definition of wff. 
By alphabetical change we replace v in fl’ everywhere by u to obtain p”, and then 
proceed to the direct sub-wffs of Q’ and J?” which again 
’ and P’ is a Au, say it is cy ‘, while p’ is 
fW l,. . . , em) where we know f is a variable or a constant. Then by end-expansion, 
replace /3’ by Au _ f&h, . . . , t,?~,,,, u) . and then proceed as in the last case. It follows 
from t Xs construction that the two variations of 8 satisfy the required properties. If
there are no yi and 8’ (i.e. k = 0), then clearly a! s @. 0 
Lemma 1.7. Hypotheses are t&e same as in Lemma 1.6.’ The conclusions are the 
same except that (5) and (6) arte replaced by (5’): Both 6[ y,, . . ., yk] and 6[&, . . ., &] 
are long -reduced. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 1.6 but easier. Initially, put both a and p into 
long-reduced form. Follow the proof of Lemma I.6 except that only alphabetical 
changes will be needed because all end-expansions have been performed. Cl 
Definition 1.6. Assuming a rule f(Dr selecting bound variables, the wffs O[y,, . . . , yk] 
and O[&, . . . , & ] given in Lemma 1.6 are called the comparison forms.cf Q! and @. 
The corresponding wffs given in Lemma 1.7 are called the long-comparison forms of 
a and p. In either case, the structure of 0 above the yi ‘S ((or &‘s) is called the 
agreement cap and the pairs yi, 6’ are called disagreement pairs. 
ExampIe. We give an example of the comparison form of wffs which also illustrates 
several of the reductions. Superscripts will be used here to indicate the types of 
variables and constants as follow::: no prime indicates type e, x’ (also f’ and b’) have 
type (e-, e), w’ and h” have type (p, (e+ e), e- p), and r* and s* have type p. a is 
Aw “X ‘yr * . w”(r*, x’, y).(h”, f’, v) and p is As”. h(s*, Au. u., b’(a)). 
First we put a! and /3 into totally reduced form (A-reductions are applicable 
to ar): 
Ar”. h”(r*, f’? v), hs * . h”(s *, Au. u. 5 b’ca )). 
To put these into comparison form we need to replace s * in the second wff by r* 
and then apply an end-expansion to f’ in the first wfk 
Ar*.h”(r*,Au.f’(u).,v), At*. h”(r*, Au. ii., b’(a)). 
e a,greement ca is AP”. h”(r*, Au. - . , - ), and the disagree 
p’(u), u (corresponding to - ) and v, b’(a) (correspondir.g to - ). 
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2. The unification algorithm 
Unification in type theory is similar in general concept o Robinson’s first order 
notion [18]: given wffs Q! and p we wish to give a canonicai description of all ways in 
which LY and r_” can be made common instances of each other (i.e., deformed into = 
wff s through a common substitution). For first order wffs, a single substitution could 
describe all such deformations. In higher-order this will not suffice, and the 
unification problem becomes quite complex. Nevertheless, it &ill appears advan- 
tageous to separate unification from other procedures in a mechanized eductive 
system. Here we present a unification algorithm for type theory and give simple 
illustrations of its application., In the next section we prove that this algorithm 
produces a general set of unifiers. All of the remaining sections include various 
heuristics and applications relating to unification. 
Definition 2.1. A unifier for a pair of wffs Q! and F is a substitution t such that 
a6 = PC. If 
for A A, 
and (2) if v’ is any unifier for each pair of wffs in A, then there is a (unifier) ci: in fl 
and some substitution pC such that i; C 5 ofi. 
Comment. The reason for describing the relation between u’ and ~5 by formula 
GC6opC andnot u’= c’P 0 p’ is following. When we decompose a unifer v’ into 6 and 
6 in such way that we usually have to introduce some variables into dom*(p’) which 
has not appeared in dom*(Cj. For examp!e let us consider as ((Y, p, 6) the following 
triple: (f (a, c ), f (3, c), {f c- A uv. d(v) .}j, where LZ, b, c, B are constants. In this case 
the general unifie,r ~5 = {f*Auv. g(v).} and p’ = {g t-Au. d(u).}. ObviousIy in 
this case we have to add a new variable g. Since from Definition 1.4 follows that 
dom*(& 0 6) = dom*(ri;) U dom*(fi j and because dom*( 6) can be a proper subset of 
dam*@) U dom*(p’), the necessity of using “ C ” instead of “ = ” becomes obvious - 
2.1. The algorithm 
producing ;t geieral unification set for a finite set of wffs is most easily 
described by considering, the case for a pair of wffs. Given wffs cyO and PO (of the 
same type, of course!) we will proceed by attempting to make a0 and & more 
similar in st,gges. Often these attempts will appear quite devious. At any stage, 
s&era1 attenlpts might be applicable. Thus our procedure will take the form of a 
tree, whose :lodes are triples (ar, p, &) called progress rtodes (where CI!, /? are wffs and 
5 a substitution such th;at cy = a06 an &q = /306). A progress node indicatr;s our 
progress at that point 4n unifying cyo an PO* Any progress node ight have sevek 
(immediate) sUccessor fzodes w ich are determined by the rules given below. There 
will be two cases when some (cw, p,&) has no successors: first if Q = p, then 6 WIG be 
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called a basic unifier (because cv0d s at = @ z PO&); second, if cy f /? and no 
unificatioii attempt is (applicable, then (ar, IS,&) is called a dead-end. 
We now consider how the successor nodes to some (a, p, 6) are determined. Put 
cz and B in compurissn fprm (Definition 1.6). We now assume a fixed heuristic 
which selects a particular disagreement pair y, S in this comparison (for theoretical 
arguments it is not important which disagreement pair is selected). All (immediate) 
successor nodes to (a, p, 6) will be determined by the following elementary 
substitutions 5 rquired for 7, 6. Each l will be generated by replacing one or two 
free variables. Usually the generating values of a l will involve new free variables 
which do not occur in cy, p or any of their ancestor nodes. 
We let f and g designate the respective heads of y and 8. Thus by Lemmas 1.3 
and 1.5, each of 
.*.. t:, +o), let the Ui here be variables of typos ti. Then the fo’llowing 
elimiwtion substitution IS required for y, 6: t descnlb4 by 
where h is a new variable. 
(2) Iteration rules: Let e be any free variable which occurs above y, 6 or let e be 
either f or g in case either of these is a free variable. 31: * has type (tl, . . . , t, --j o), 
let the Ui here be variables of types tie Let rS be a F 1’ ence (possibly empty) of 
variables of various arbitrary types. Let wI be on2 OE the prefix variables and 
suppose uf has type (r:, , . . , rj --+ 0). Then the following iteration substitwion is 
required for y, 6: l described by 
ice----AUl...U,. h(k,..., u,, Al.?. Ul (f&i,, . . l ) &,I- j, l . . ,j@,, . . . ) u,, kc)).).) 
where h, fi, . . . , fi are new variables of the appropriate types. (Here 6 has the effect 
of adding a new argument to e which involves a functional application of its original 
arguments.) 
S: Suppose that f is a free variable of type (&, . . . , 
es of the corresponding types and f has an Zth argument in -f 
etc.). Then the following projectiurz substitution is 
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type (sl, . . . , s, --) o), iet each fi below be a variable of appropriate type so that 
fi(u,, * l l , u,, ) has type si. The following iwitatim substitution is required for y,6 : 6 
described by 
{f+AUl.. l um*gdfi(Ul,**=,Um),***,fn(Ul,...,Um)).}. 
A symmetric rule is applicable to g in case g is a free variable and f is a constant or 
a free variable. 
(5) Identification rule: Suppose that f and g are both free variables of types 
(tl , . . . , t,, + o) and (sl, ), respectively. I-et the Ui below be variables of 
types ti and let the 22, be variables of types sj. e fi and gi below are new v 
of the appropriate type to give f&, esj and gi(vr,.-., 
h is a new variable of, type (&, . . . , s, ---, 0). The followi 
substitution is required for y, 6: t described by 
f+-AU. . ..Um.82(UE....,Um,f,(Ul,...,Um),***,fn(U,,***,Urn))~ 
1 
I l 
1 gC-hV~...V,.h(g~(Vl,*.=,‘Vn),~*=,gm(V~,~~.,Vn),V1,***, Vfi). I 
This completes the list of elementary substitutions required for y, 6. 
Definition 2.2. If $ is an elementary substitution required for y, S by one of the five 
rules given above, then the successor node to (a, #, 6) determined by 6 is (c& p& 6) 
where 5 i<. described as 6 ol except that i; is the identity on all new variables (i.e. 
replaced new variables are disposed of as superfluous). All the (immediate) 
successor nodes to ((Y, p, 6) are determined by these [ for y, 8 as fixed. 
efinition 2.3. Starting with an initiaZ node (ao, PO, &) gem-rate a tree of progress 
nodes through repeated formation of all successor nodes. The set of basic unifiers 
obtained by this tree is denoted 0 +{cY~, PO} (recall that 6 is a &sic unifier if some 
an 
(a, /3, G> is 3 progress node where a! = p). We then define fl(a,,az) simply as 
0 +{cx~, CX_; and for a finite set A = {a,, . . . , (~~+a,,) of more than two wffs we 
inductively define i2A as (p’o6 1 for some pC E 92{~y~, . . . (Y,,-~} we obtain 6 E 
In +{a$, LY,$)). l2A is called the algorithmic set of unifiers for A. 
P 
In Section 5 we will consi 
more than Ewe wfk. And ev 
“clipping” zxtain branches (for s 
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em-y t 
& is the projection {fl +- Agu. w .) 
ifs is Pk. imitation {f +- Au. b(f2(La)). } 
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presenting the algorithmic production of a bas\ic unifier we will sometimes 
abbreviate several steps in this way. 
other useful compound rules can be stated relating to imitation. 14n ihustration is 
&-.-0 [- of Example 2. In abbreviating ste s in a unification branch, by compouled 
i&a&m we will ean a sequence of id tificaticms, elinlinations, and imitations 
which have the in ated effect. Now wre shall provide an example which illustrates 
a case when using 8 non-empty sequencIe rt in the iteration rule is necessary. 
e 8. Let us consl.der again the: salme pair of w&s as in Example 1: 
(h(hu.f(u).,x),h(hu.u.,b(:a))). 
Now, the substitution 
{ht-hgu.ht(Aw.h,(g(u);w)i.).,f+b,x+-a} 
unifies this pair into 
hz(Aw.hs(b(a), w).). 
It is clear that such a unifier cannot be obtained by our rules if the sequence I? in 
the iteration rule will always be empty. 
e 5. Here we illustrate the sort of problem unifier which can be obtained 
even in second-order: 
(f(x), g(a), 9 
1 
gl is the repetition if +- Au .fl(u, u) .} 
I 
(f&, x), g(a), &> 
1 
& is the identifkatim (fl +Auu. h(u., u,f@, u)). , g *AU. h(g@), /J&Q, u)} 
Wk x, fz(x, )), h(gt(a),g&), a:~ &o& value of fl j 
& is the imitation Ifi 6 huv. a. } 
(h (2, x9 Q ), h (g@ h &(a ), Q), if +- Au. II (u, u, a) . , g c-- Au. h (gl( u), g&d), u) . }) 
compound imitation (x c g,(a)} 
9 a), h (g*(a), g&2), a). {sa iz as last node} U &) 
compund imit;;tion (g2 + AU. g,(a), .} 
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will have a different effect on other occurrences of f and g). It is a good exercise to 
show that O”{f(x), g(a)} is infinite (hint: proceed as above, but ap 
repetitions to g early in the ranch). In [163 other ples are give? of necessarily 
infinil:e unification sets in se n&order where the to be unified both contain an 
occurrence of the same second-order variable. However, we do not suggest hat all 
of these unifiers are useful. In Section 5 we return to the problem of obtaining 
useful unifiers. 
Yn this section we give the detailed and difficult prook that the algorithm of the 
last section produces a genera! set of unifiers for wffs in an o-order language. The 
reader might wish to pass over this section initialky. owever, there are two reasons 
for giving this proof. The first, obviously, is that the result of the theorem will let us 
infer that a unification-based proof mechanization can really capture the logical 
strength of type theory. But the second reason is more subtle and more important 
for practical implementation. ‘The proof g iven here is constructive, and as such a 
critical study of the proof will provide many clues for future heuristic improvements 
in a unificanion procedure. For example, it shows what elementary unification steps 
can be expected to do what. We have not tried to list these clues here, but some 
should b#ccome a.pparent to the critical reader, and others are latent in the proof. 
In this section we shall introduce some notational conventions, which will be 
numbered. However, we would like to mention that they are usually valid only 
within Section 3. 
. The general strategy of the proof is as follows: Suppose that we 
ary (but fixe.d) wffs are and PO, and then we are challeng by an 
ed) unifier ii of these. We will inductively construct a bra of the 
unification;, tree: (CQ, 630, EC), (al, PI, &I), . . . , where &i+l C Ci 06, ai E CYOOG~, pi E 
&G-i whose construction cannot be terminated unless we arrive at a unified node 
(a,,, &, 6”) such :hat cy,, = /3,,. Along with constructing the branch we also construct 
substitutions bi such that 5 C gi 0 p, fwhere we take GO E E’ an 
er for cfi because it carries li e remaining infor 
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~~~~~~~~t~~~ &2, Si;racc We dqNB;li QXS this ith Step We USUaifjr iKilif the SUbSCI’Fpt i allci 
SQ WQ& with my, p, and fi and the fact that 5 unifies ce and p. Everywhere in this 
section we i-jssumt: that bofh cy and /3 are good for fi (Definitkju 1.5). This is so we 
can use Lemma 1.4 and 1.5. T!3e next assumption might seem sarprrsing bsst it is 
technically essential: We will assume that the values of the reminder substitution j5 
for variables and constants are in long-reduced form (Definition 1.2). 
3.1. The definitions 
In order to give the proof concisely, it has proved desirable to give a number of 
technical definitions (corresponding to important concepts) which are used re- 
peatedly throughout the proof. We hawe collected all of these definitions together 
here for conv-enient reference. However we suggest that the reader defer noting 
these definitions until they arise in the subsequent lemmas. 
Let f and g ble variables or constants which occur in cy or /3. By the 
rutrix comparison offpc and gpC WC mean the long-comparison of the matrices of fuc 
and grj in tlhe sense of Definition 1.6, but under the convention that the prefix 
variables are all distinct. In the jj?, gp’ matrix comparison, we call disagreement 
pairs uppuv2ents in j’& gfi (we use this terminology because we will also be discussing 
CE, p disagreement pairs in the same context). We may also form the matrix 
comparison G f two copies of $6 in which case the prefix variables of the two copies 
are kept distinct. 
. Let u be a prefix variaXe of e6. An occurrence of u in the matrix of 
epC is called 2-siwlple if (this occurrence of) u has no arguments and also has no 
prefix variables occurring above it in the matrix. An occurrence of u is called 
o-simple if: (1) th arguments of CI are distinct and are exactly (the long-r:.?uced 
ms of) all {of e variables VTi which are bound in the rnatr,ix, ~iLz]e this 
occurrence (i.e. not prefix variables); and (2) this, occurrence of u has IBO prefix 
ove it in the matrix. The arguments (long-reduced 
ed silent argumznts (in the foYlowing we will n\qt di 
between *wd and its long-reduction fol- silent arguments). 
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but in the following w% the bold face variables denote non-o-simplicity: 
hu.f(hw.g(w,u).)., huv. f(u(i)). , htav.f(u(v)).. 
s. The notions of 2-simple and m-sim: 1; --r’!! be US& for order 2 and order 
3 languages respectively. It is a simple exercis? to show that for order 2 languages, 
all prefix variables :3f ep are of order 1 and consequently, any occurrence of a prefix 
variable is 2-simple. For any order, it should be noted that if p’ is the identity on eP 
then every occurrence of prefix variables in ei; is m-simple. 
ition 3.3. B[f p’ and gp’ have an opponent pair u (wl, . . . , w,) and C$ where u 
here is o-simple, then u and Aw,, . . . , w,. 4. are called essentia! opporaents. 
We say that fpC and gp’ are in simple comparison form if each 
opponent pair satisfies the condition of the last definition (i.e. at least one member 
is a u(wI,. . . . w,) with u o-simple), and furthermore, no prefix variable u of fj5 and 
gb is an esscnti4 opponent for mare than one opponent pair. 
Although J$ gp’ can always be put into matrix comparison form, this often will 
not be a +mple comparison form. 
~finition 3.5. ej’5 is called projective if the head of the’matrix of ei5 is a prefix 
variable (and simply projective if the matrix is such a variable). 
efinition 3.6. Let y, S be a disagreement pair in the a, p comparison. e say that 
p’ is simple for JI, 6 in case the following situation holds for the occurrence of every 
variable e above y, S in the cy, p agreement cap: it y, 6 occur in the k th argument 
of (this occurrence ofj e and u is the kth prefix variable of ei;, then u has an 
o-simple o zcurrence in the matrix of e@. 
The above definitions may also be relativized where appropriate to 2-simple 
when we v%h to consider order 2 languages. 
T~VZ nex;r definitions relate to assigning an ordinal nu 
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w3e a 2. Let us consider t’#re following ep’: 
3, bound weig 
ote that the de~nition of boun eight is sensitive to e pansions and 
-reductions (except in exe pted silent arguments), so we must long-reduced 
Qr- ,‘LfmL As an example, note that if epC is just a variable cha 
kU I... %.J(&, l l . , uln). , then the bound weight of ej5 is 0 because the ui 
diistinct andi their occurrences are w-simple (notice that putting Ui in its I 
reduced form does not affect its ti-simplicity). Also in this example free-weight 
(ep’) = 1 and prefix-length (ep”) = FH. When we conGder order 2 languages we will 
assume that! the definition of bound weight is relativized using 2-simple. 
The ~r&naE of p” (denoted orfd(p’)) is the ordinal number 
dfefined ;S !MIows I 
(< 4 
d . free-w+ght(e~) 
c c=dom*(~) .- 
emember that the basic domain, dom*(p’) is finite; cf. Definition 1.4.) Clearly, 
on of the ordinal favors: first, reducing occurrences of constants and free 
rices of prefix va bles distinct and o-simple; 
e will later see that se correspond to certain of 
3.2. 
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L.3.8 Y 
Diagram 1. 
Convention 3.1 
Convention 3.2 
Convention 3.3 
ition 2.2 
Lemma 3.8 
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prefix length 
projective 
reminder 
silent argument 
simple comparison form 
simple for 
simply projective 
& SEC 
F* S ;i; 
croi; = &ye 
ai sCyOpj (OSiSn) 
pizpOz)j (f)SiGn) 
i;szt-~~o@~ (()zgiGn) 
Gjj5i SS @i@j 
fii CZ&Obi-+-l (06 i ~82-1) 
&j+*c6j”& (OSiSn-1) 
a, = & 
f(x I,-..,xrn# =f+ljjc2 
fW l,...,i#tn~)p’=gJ”ii, 
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Definition 3.7 
efinition 3.5 
Convention 3.1 
efinition 3.2 
Definition 3.4 
Definition 3.6 
efinition 3.5 
Convention 3.1 
Conventiorn 3.1 
Convention 3.1 
Convention 3.1 
Convention 3.1 
Lemma 3.8 
Lemma 3.8 
Main Theorem 
Convention 3.1 
-Main Theorem 
Convention 3.3 
Convention, 3.3 
3.3. In the subsequent Iemmas we are considering the situation where 
we have a sub- f(x It=**, ,y+)l of a and a sib-wff g&, . . . , $,J of /3 of the same 
tel ested in seeing how the re inder substitution pC will a 
if is Aur, . . . , u,. u,.+(wherem am’and 
~1,. . . , ,ym,)fi = Ay, . l .yq*5bw--x1 * . l , &n* +--&njk &n~+l+- y,, . . . . %n +-yq)* 
e for these inacriue X 
) . 5; 
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because we make frequent use: of these special substitutions as a notational device. 
Indentifying the final inactive prefix: variables serves a technical function only The 
convention is used to emphasize the following decompositions of the reminder pC: 
f(x 19..•, X”C)P = fp' O +a, fM 1,. . . , &)pL = gp” O 6:p. 
The substitution i;, and ;;P are the parts of p’ which affect the arguments off and g. 
Suppose CO and q. are wfls in long-comparison form such that the head 
c of 60 is not a ui anld the head d o+f q. is not a vi and such that loss = +q&. Then 
c = d, and if Jl and q l are corresponding direct sub- wffs of Jo and Q, then ’ 
<,;i, = q & (Convention 3.3). 
Prceof. It is trivial to verify the first claim that either both or neither heads are Aw ‘s 
using the definition of end-expansion. If both are Aw’s, since they are in 
long-comparison form (Definition 1.4) and of the same type, they are identical. So 
~OisAw.~l.and~OisAw.~l. and by Lemma 1.4 and the hypothesis, Aw . [,iio. = 
5 & = Qiip = Aw. TJ& . ; and thus (s& = rllijp by lemma 1.1. 
If c and d al’e not a Aw, then by Lemma 1.3 each is either a variable or a constant. 
So co is c(S!, . . ., &:I and qO is d(q,, . . . , vi) and by Lemma 1.4 and the hypothesis, 
cii, (J&, . . . , &i&) = (oii=a = qoiip = d+@ (q&, . . . , qjjp). But neither 4: nor d is a 
ui or vi SC’ 37, E c and dijp 52 d, and so also each &+a and qiijp are corresponding 
arguments and thus convert by Lemma 1.3. Cl 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that ul (w,, . . . , w,)ii, = &;ip (Convention 3.3) and that the 
W~‘S are all distinct variables and that both ii, and iip are the Identity on all the wi 3. 
Then x@(Aw ,... w&.)&. . 
roof,, Since ii, is the identity on all the Wi 9s we use Lemma 1.4 and the form of ii, 
to give us uI (w,, . . . , w,)i?, z: x$(w,, . . . , w,). Now, applying end-expansions to xl@ 
if necessary it becomes some Ax, . . . x,z 1 . . . z, . f . , 50 
x@-(WI, . l 9, w,) = AZ,. . . z,. 5:x, t-w,, . . . , x, + w,}. ;
but because the wi ;are distinct variables, this amounts to just a variable cnange, an 
so 
AM 1. D . W,A?l . . . z,. {{x, +- WI,. . . , x, + w,}. = x1pc. 
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prefix varidde is sufficient o c’:luse a disagreement. We now see that it is also 
necessary under certain conditions. 
3.3. suppose f(x1, *l l ){I = g(qi*, . . . y &)p’ and that 8 and 4 are 
f@, gp’ comparison ( ition 3.i). Then 
(1) the head of at least one of 8 and Q) is a prefix variable; 
(2) @ii, = +;ia; and 
(3) if 8 is uI(wl,. . ., w,) with ur w-simple (Definition 3.2) then x,6 = 
(hw,. . . wr. Q. )i!& and no variable bound in the matrix of gi5 occurs free in 
4 WI... 1 w,. #L . 
f, Let ffi and gp’ be represented by Au1 . . . urn. <. anal Aul.. . v,,. ‘q. where the 
matrices are in comparison form. 
Claim A. & = q?jp. 
Proof. By the hypothesis 
and since r(C) = r(q) = o (basiic), the inactive variables c++~. . . v,,, and unstl.. . u, 
must hi;rve corresponciin$g types. So hyr . . . y, . &. = hyl - e . y, . Y-&. , from which 
the claim foliows by ap@ications of Lemma 1 .l. 
if b is the! occurrence of a symbol (including 41 r\u ) in the f, q (matrix 
agreement cap: and CO anctl q. are the corresponding sub-wffs of 5 and q 
which are headed by this occurrence of b, then &, and qa satisfy the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.1. 
Proof. First note Iby the definition af matrix comparison, prefix variables are kept 
distinct, so b is not a ui or vi. To verify the second hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 (that 
&ii, = qoii,), we procee inductively dolvnward thre.pugh t e matrices. If co and q. 
are the whole matrices 5 and q, then the iresult is just Claim A. Otherwise, there is a 
symbol a in the {, q agreemenrt cap whi& heads sub-wffs 5” (and q’ of which co and 
q. are corresponding direct sub-wfFs. But tht;r! by inductive hypothesis, 5’ and 7’ 
emma 3.1 arJ so we conclude by 3.1 that &$,, = q,G& 
at at least one of c and d must he 3 prefix variable, because Claim 
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i;a must be the identity on the wi's by our convention of keeping bound variables 
distinct. So the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied and thus x,fi = 
(A H’ I*.. w,. 4. ) iip. . Now if w is a variable bound in the matrix of gp’ and w occurs 
in (b then (by our conventions on keeping separately bound variables distinct), w 
either is btlprsnd in $I or else w is bound by Aw above C$ and thus also above 
W (W, l l l 9 w,). But this occurrence of uI is o-simple so w must be one of 
Wl, . . . . WI. cl 
The following fcaarr corollaries are descriptive applications of the principal lemma 
to situations in ~1 and 9 where y and 6 are an arbitrary disagreement pair in the QC, 
@ comparison. 
If fi is simple (Definition 3.6) for y, 6, then -,fi = 86. 
roof. Suppose rp’ f 66. Let x and 41 be the smallest sub-wffs of a and @ 
respec. tively which both have *the same head e in the cy, /3 agreement cap, contain y 
and 6, respectively (in the k t:h arguments of e), and such that xfi = rlipc. Such x, Cc, 
exist &ecause me noted that cvpC = /3pC at the beginning of the last section (subscripts 
omitted here). 
By :the ydrnar s following the definition of &I-simple, we know that if d is a 
constant or variable bound in (Y, p, then the k th prefix variable of efi occurs 
o -sm~ply in the matrix, and the hypotheGs of this corollary assumes this also in case 
e is a free variable. Now if e is a hv, then ~~i.5 = I,!@ holds for the direct sub-wffs of 
x and + by Lemma 1.1 and this contradicts the “unification minjmality” property 
of x and qQ_ So e must be a variable or a constant. 
Let xk and & be the k th arguments of e (in x and $1). Form a matrix comparison 
of e$ (prefix variables u’s tind v’s distinct). The assumed w-simple occurrence of 
the k th prefix variable clearly yields an opponent 
vk(wl,v M-J. Since xp’ = ctlp” is the initial hypothesis of 
(e = f = g), and (3) of the iemma % symmetric we get 
contradicts the “unification minimality” property of x and 
pair uI,(wI,. .\., w,), 
the principal lemma 
,XkF = (cl$- ut this 
1cd. 0 
Mote. In the following three corollaries VV~ also assume t
and 8 is unifie by fi (i.e. y,p’ = 66). Furthermore, f a 
respective hea s of 7 and 6. All of the corollaries are sy 
ose g is LI variable whit 
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opponents, and since g is not a prefix 
a previous variable by (I) of the princi 
identity of J) W 
head of the matrix o-f 153” must be 
nd f is free because 6 is not the 
ry 3.6. Suppose that g$ is the identity and that fp’ is not projtxtivc. Then f is a 
varkzble free in a, the head of the matrix of fp’ is g and the fg9 gp’ opponents all yie 
essential opponents which are exactly (A&. 0, . , VI), . . . , (h.fn. i&. , v,,) where 
vt, . . ., v, are the ,I$ prefix variables. (The first hypothesis is satisfied if g is u constant. 
. gp’ is Au,. . . v,. &A&. v&) . , . . . , . R&. c,,(&) . ). (here Zi denotes the 
sequence of variables needed to put Vi in end/-expanded form; the vi’s are 
ccr-simp?e). Because the head of the matrix of fp’ is, not a prefix variable, it cannot 
cause a disagreement noting (1) of the principal lemma, and so it must be g, But the 
vi’s in gp’ will cause the disagreement and since they are o-simple, they yield 
essential opponents. Since fp’f fi f must be free. CI 
Gary 3.4, Siuppose both f 2nd g are free variables, neither fp’ nor gp’ is projective, 
and fj?, gp’ are in simpk comparison form (Defi:nition 3.4). Then in the f6, gt5 
comparison, the czgreeil’- :rrt cap is non -empty, and tfach of the opponent pairs yields 
essential opponents (Definition 3.3) and all of these are a subset of 
(u,,hrS1.&.) )...) (u,,A&.&.), (A&. Vli...*,(hx’,.8,.,u,). 
The Gi ‘S and Zi ‘S are use\ 
proof’ is immediate using the pri 
.ciquences of matrix-bound variables. The 
Lipal lemma and the definition of simple 
_ comparison form. Note that for a given i, there need not be an essential opponent 
pair (0, h@i. +i. ), but if there is, there cannot be another pair (Ui, AZ. +. ). . El 
3.3. Decomposing the xminder 
ere we will note that if p’i has a certain form and we “decompo 
titution C we may constrerct jXcl SO that & O fii+l E pi a 
2ition 3.8). 
mume bj C ',j ’ '/Sj+i for Qik j < i. The 
Mmhanizing o-order type theory through unification 
II E dom”(Gi Q&)- dam”(b), then u is a net! variable and SO does 
PO. SO Lemma 1.5(l) applit~ yieldirq (~491 o@i) s ~~(15 E po(6i 0 
The next five lemmas ( espond in turn to t 
unification algorithm. Besides the assumprions stated 
that the variables e, f, and g satisfy the conditions tate 
of the algorithm (i.e. with respect o their positions in 
Suppose that uk is a prefix var~iuX~ ofet5 w 
there is an elimination subdi.tution t and a substit 
p’ C top’ and ord(p’“) < or 
. Let e$ be Au~...u,,,&; Y 
(e +Aul. .,’ urn. h(u, ,..., uk_,, uk+,,.. ., u,).} an4 f9r tion of j5’ exactly 
as p’ except remove efi and instead add h *Au,. . . z&-;z!,i : l.. . u,. {. . Note that eb 
was not thp:; identity, and since hfi is not the identity (h is new), free-wti;t?t(eF) = 
free-weigkit(hfi’) (Definition 3.7) and similarly for‘ bound-weight; but the prefix _ 
length rnd hence ord(p”) k reduced by 1. 0 
Suppose e$ is hul...u,.5[u,(~,,...,~j)3. where MI p 
occurs above (the indicated occurrence of) ul in 6. Furthermore, suppo 
occurrence of ul is not cc)- simple (Definition 3.2) or else uI has ano 
occurrence in 4. Then there is an iteration substitution {and a substituti 
pL c &pC and ord(p”) < ord(p’). 
. . . . w, (denoted rS) be aPI at the variables bound in 4’ abooe t 
occurreFrce of ul. Let l be described by 
pC’ to be exactly t 
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free-weight(@) = free-weight(h6’) + free-weight&p”) (cf. Definition 3.$). 
i=I 
ut 
- i 
-weight(&) 2 1 -k bound-weig bou nd-weighttip”). 
i = Ii 
is is because in ep’ (even if urn is o-simple we exempt some other occurrence) Q 
counts f and the 5j all count, while in hd’, U(WI, -. l , w,) does not count because this 
is sn o-snq$e occurrence anc! silent arguments (DeGni’Llon 3.2) of a variable 
distinct from all the ui’s. Furthermore, the bound weight of [i in Fiji’ is no greater 
(and might be less) than its contribution in e& because the position of ur above it !n 
ccluded there from being Amy clp-simlple occurrences of variables in & as a 
of e@, whereas it might have some in fiC;‘. The prefix length is of course 
incre;:lsed in going to pC’ but that is. irrelevant in reducing the ordinal because the o 
facto], (bound-weight) of the ordinal is stricthr reduced, while o2 factor is 
constant. 0 
If ,@5 is simply projective (Definition 3.5), then there is a projection 
substitz.&on i and a substitution pC’ such that p’ C 506 and ord(p”) c ord(p’). 
efnition of simply projective, the matrix of f.6 is some ul, so let $ be 
described by fp’ Au ,... M,.&., and in forming pC’ we simply delete fb so novir 
f sf dom’@(p”) an thus the pre5x length factor of p” is reduced by m. q 
If is not projective nd p’ is the identity, then the,re is an imitation 
ch that pC  @p‘ and ord(,F’.) <ord(p’). 
y Corollary 3.5 we have 
.e 
sp” Ed Au, e . , v, og(A&. vJ3*)., . . .,hx’,. V,(.gJ.).) 
.b**u,,.g(Ax’,.8* .,...) A;Cjp 
esc t 
of ’ is the same as e remove ffi a the 
Mechanizing o-order type theory through W-J 
It is simple to c 
g E dom*(p”), but f must because f# g. Clearly, f 
weight(j$ 
8i in fp’ is 
but the c!dinal is still reduced because 
Suppose that fb an 
neither is the ~~i~~~tity nor 
and a substitution p’ 
. By Corollary 3.7 we have 
fj5 = Au,. . . u,. f[u*(iq, l l l ,4(C), 01, l l l 9 
@5=AtQ...v,.~[ 1,. . . , #b,, v,(x”,), l l l , vs(Z 
(remark: the actual opponent pairs might be indexe 
1 ,. .., n, but we use r G and s s FZ here to simplify notation). 
described by 
f+-Au ,a-.. u,.h(ul,..., u,,,,fl(G) ,..., f*(G)). 
and 
g +Avl.. . vu,. h@-(C), . . ., gm(6), vl,. . . , v,,). , 
and we let p” be described exactly as p’ except that we 
following: 
e 
: . 
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&‘s are not changed. So the o* factor of the ordinal is strictly decreased (the other 
factors might increase). El 
3.4. The main theorem 
. The algorithmic set of unifiers a{ cvo, so} is a general mificatbn set for 
Definitions 2.1 and 2.3). 
. This holds for any heuristic used to 
which will determine the successor nodes to a 
select the disagreement 
node (a, p, 6). 
gair y, 6 
. Let C be any unifier of aO, PO. Furthermore, suppose that q, pi, ei and @__ 
have been constructed for all j < i and along with 6’ for j < i these satisfy the 
hypothesis of Lemma 3.8 (‘j C 4 o&+11 for j < i). NOW if Cyi s pi we are done 
because by construction a!oCi s CY~ and /3oCi E pi SO 6i E fl{a,, PO} and by Lemma 
3.8, Gi is general for t. 
SO suppose ai # pi. Let y, 8 be the isagreement pair of the ai, fii comparison 
wirich our heurisrtit: has designated to termine the successor nodes to (ai, pi, Gi). 
We will select a particular successor node (ai+,, pi+,, &i+l) (determined by some 
applicable 8) and a new reminder iii+! such that A C & ++I. (This then gives the 
hypothesis of Lemma 3.8 for i + 1.) We consider the following cases: 
(1) Suppose y# Sfii. TIhen by Corollary 3.4, A is not simple for y, 6 (Definition 
3.6) so there is a free variable e in the ai, pi agreement cap above y, 6 such that ‘y, 6 
occur in the !; th argument of e and uk (the k th tirefix variable of efii j fails to have 
an w-simple ( e,finition 3.2) occurrence in efii. Choose any such e. Now, if & does 
not have any occurrence in the matrix of , then Lemma1 3.9 applies and we define 
6 and &+I to be { and pC’ as given in t 
(2) Continue as in case (1) and assume that e has been chosen but suppose that uk 
&locs have an occurrence in the matrix of e$i. Then efi must have a form 
osition of efii saltisfying, t 
Me&tanking w-order I’ype theory rhr~u~h uni~c~?io~ 
4 arid fit+, accordingly. 
symmetrical application of 
(5) Suppose none of t e above cases apply and = 
and 4: and fii+l are defined accordi 
is the ickntity. 
Suppose that none of the above cases 
comparison form (Definition 3.4). Then Le 
ed accordingly. 
Suppose that none of the a 
comparison form. Noting (1) of 
gfi matrix comparison there is 
the occurrence of uI is not w-simple (Definition 3.2) or e 
occurrence in the matrix [ of $j (or thci 
09 s[q*, l l l 5 q,) and such a case is treated in a sy 
opponent pair. Note that ffi = Au,. . u,. [[M, (5, 
Lemma 3.10 (with e = f). So we define & and 
e above seven cases exhaust all possibilit 
defined by one of I_.emmas 3.9,3.10,3.11,3.12, 
his verifies the inductive step from i to i + 
nductively) ord(fii+l) < ord(fii) for all i, unless there is an 
such YI mus; exist by the well-ordering theore 
for cyo, PO we have inductively constructed 
unification tree) which yields a basic unifier & such that C C 6, 0 Fm. Cl 
The algorithmic set of unifiers {ar,. . . , a,} is a general un 
set for {cw,, . . . , cr,J. 
. Inductive application of the theorem. III 
3.5. Order 2 adaptation 
how the order orb 
It for art ler 2. 
e is 
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otheses us in Lemma 3.3. 
(1) Every opponent pair for fp’ and is either a ul, 4 (or a 
(2) cLssuming the first, xl = t#GP 
(3) no variables which are boun the matrix of above 4, occur in 4. 
(1) adapts from 3.3 by noting that emma 3.15 says 
ents. (2) is identical to 3.3. Part (3) comes from the following 
Let w be bound in the matrices above E(~ and 4. Then w cannot occur in ~1 because 
a bound variable cannot be introduced by a substitution ur *xi. So (2) implies that 
w does not occur in &&. But $:3ppose w occurs in 4. Write 4 as +[o*, . . . , ~“~1 to 
indicate all occurrences of the active prefix variables, and note that this is 
semi-reduced. By Lemma 1.4, 4iip = +[ +, . . . , +,J, which is still semi-reduced 
because the vi could not have any arguments and so no new h-reductions could be 
applied. This means that w still occurs at the same place in 4;ip contrary to w!.at we 
had observed. Cl 
These arguments clearly do not apply for orders higher than 2. It was for such a 
reason that the complicated condition of o-simplicity was given. Now, an exa;lsina- 
tion of the arguments leading to the main theorem will show that the onlj, place 
where the special condition of a!-simplicity (ie. that the arguments of u include all 
of the variables bound in the matrix above U) was in the decomposition of Lemma 
3.13 (to insure that the Gi and x’, included al! of the matrix-bound variables 
occurring in the & and 0i). But Lemma 3.16 shows this is not a problem in order 2. 
So, for example, we will not need Lemma 3.10 except in a very simplified form 
using the repetition rule (this is because for order 2 simple comparison form of fp’ 
and gb we still cannot have the same u occurring in two opponent pairs: this would 
prevent a decomposition along the lines of 1 .,emma 3.13). These observ 
I k%r an ordev 2 Itrngrtop;e a,} is a general u ification set for 
( Ly1 0 . . Cu”}. 
at for order 2, in a rule like im~tat 
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context sensitive rules can be given for higher \;;der, but the proofs of t 
adequacy become extremely technical. 
There is a theoretical problem for higher ord which should be no 
connection with Lemma 3.60. Suppose we are w g in an order k la 
(k 2 3) and a)ne of wl,. . . , w, has type with order k. n the variable v give 
roof of that lemma must have order k -+ 1, even 
o order k. Thus the notion of o-simple (and 
stability (i.e. a basi,c unifier might use very h 
overcome, but there seems very little reason to do so cons 
of development of higher-order proof mechanization. 
All of the preceding discussion has been devote3 to what w 
unification problem: that is to produce a general unification set 
unification problem which has considerable practical significance: to determine 
whether any unifier exists for a given set. The importance of the second unification 
problem will be illustrated when we discuss applications in Section 5. Altho 
even this second problem is known to be recursively unsolvable for order 3 (cf. [9, 
131) there is a practical way to approach it. 
In [lo] I-IKet describes a procedure which generates certain specific unifiers, using 
only the projection and the imitation rules. If unification is possible one of these 
unifiers w-11 be produced. Moreover all these unifiers are independent. 
. 01resole 
In this sectian we will p rczz,t a certain method of applving the o-order 
unification to mechanical theorem proving. It is clear that unification can be used to 
create many different proof procedures. owever we will concentrate only on one, 
in the future called o-resolution, because its first order version introduced by 
Robinson \lS] is well known and some of its theoretical properties have already 
been investigated (see [l, 7, 161). 
oint we should warn the reade 
section is rather hopeless for practical imp1 
satisfactory). In Section 5 we give a 
prove of irgterest o the rea 
eir se 
ich s 
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literals is called a &use. Clauses will be denoted by bold-face Greek letters. A pair 
of &uses 6, q is called compZementary iff there exists a i-l mapping F of & onto 
succh that for each 5 E 8, F -I(() or else Q is ~(4 ) and F(t) = 6. Such pailr 
clauses will be denoted g, The empty clause will be denoted by “0”. 
A countable set of clauses is called a system. Systems will be denoted by bold-face 
etc). 
kterpretation for this formal framework. First let us assume that 
Lc lq9 denotes the propositional negation, a clause is the disjunction of its literals 
and a system is the conjuction of its clauses. This interpretation, called standard, is 
sufficient to build a satisfactory semantics for the first-order logic. However for the 
higher orders we nleed some extra axioms and rules. This is basically due to the fact 
that in the higher-order systems normalization and skolemization are not always 
possible. Therefore tNe shall introduce some propositional and predicate axioms as 
well as an appropriate rule of irlstantiation. 
Propositional axioms. Let p, (q be variables of type 
(1) Iw49P9 
(2) 1 pq9 1% 
(3) 3 3Pd97P94* 
Obviously (l), (2), (3) are clauses Here, as well as in the future, a clause {&, . . . , &} 
!Ikvill be simply denoted 51, . . . , & (m 2 1). 
Predicate axioms. Let x, p be variables such that T(X) = t and r(p) = (t3 
x&en 
(4) 1(JxP))9PW9 
(3 n(Ax.r(p(x)).):p(Ch(P)), 
where as we mentioned in Section I.1 (II(p)) and lI(hx. l(p(x)j . j correspond 
respectively to b’xp(x) and 3xp(x). 
For the sake of formality we should point out that (4) and (5) are really axiom 
schemas, since all tlhe s’ymbols used there depend on the type . However we can 
easily rephrase our grammar (makink it context sensitive in the case of function II 
and 43) to make (4) and (5) axioms again, without any danger of ambiguity, 
implific;_uion will be even more 
-reduction rules suggested in Section 5.2). 
nsider th 3 = symbol as a logical 
suaf fi u&I 5emaotic interpretation. is case we would want to 
variables, a(p)= r(q)= 
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clauses (6), (7), (8), (9), (10). I some cases we may wis to include suitable axio 
of exf~nsionality (cf. [6]). A less technical, but satisfactory treatment of equa!ity is 
suggested in Section 5. 
Instance rlrie. Let & = {&, . . . , & } be a clause and v’ a substitution. 
5 06 = ([*5,...,@} 
df 
is an instance of & 
Finally we are able ~CB efine the notion of an uns tisfiable system. Let 
system which contains (l)? (2), (3) a d the appropriat 
unsatisfiable iff there is a system ’ of instances of 
under the standard interpretation. This definition of unsatisfiab 
proposed in [Ici], and in [ll] it is proven to be equivalent to enkin’s definition of 
general model for systems with equality. 
Theorem 1. A system S with equality is unsatisfiable iff there is no general 
model for S. 
nkin) 
4.2. ti - yesI A4tion 
The no’tion of unsatisfiability given above is a generalization of the notion for 
first-order logic. It could be used for a mechanical refutation of unsatisfiable 
systems. However, even in first-order logic this is very ine cient, because the 
formatior 3f the kastances would ten to be unrelated to any plan of refc;i_!tion. The 
or refinemerat which overcame this difficulty was described by Robinso 
is c4led the resolution principle. This method was exknded to 2n 
systems in 161, and here we extend it further for o-order systems. 
A clause 4j is called a uariant of a clause iff g is an instance of 
instance of 6. It can be easily verified that 
description {u, c- vI, . . . , ci,,, + u,,} such th 
variables and Vi arc at! distinct. Then 
{VI + u1, l ’ -, v, L u,}. A clause 
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Assume that ‘Jve have a fixed rule for giving any a(S) an ordering (order type: 
positive integers), Let. lll&6) denote the first k elements of J’J( ) in that order. The 
choice of such an e@elztive rule should be re ated to a strategy in the proof 
procedure. Thus we might order &he sub ‘tutions ’ according to their growing 
complexity measured in some natural way. owever further discussion is beyond 
the scope of our presentation. 
We shall call a resolvent 5 a k -restricted resolvent (01: simply k-rcsolvent) of 6 and 
if the substitution ii= used in its construction belongs to &,( 
(‘) 1J (I) as indicated above, and tht: rule k-restricted reso 
- res: tetd ~1) =-resolution. 
En the following we show that this rule alone suffices to produce a complete proof 
procedure. 
Let S be a system. A system is called k -proof (k s 1) over S provided 6 E 
uch that g is a k-resolvent of g and 
tational iff I@& P. Now we shall prese one of the two 
eq Sv;alent theorems which characterize the completeness of the w-resolution. 
A system § is unsatisfia~ble iff there exists a refutational k-proof for 
sufficiently large k. 
?‘he proof of this theorem can be easily derived from the alternative description 
cf completeness given in Theorem 3 below. 
From Theorem 2 it follows clearly Ehat through the systematic, rtica, rsive 
aygGzatidn of k -restricteld o-resoluticn we can eventually detect unsatisfiability of 
a system. This can be expressed in a more fh,rmal way using the notion of the 
k-resolution set (k 2 1) which is defint:d .ZS follows: 
) ; (j i 6 is a k-resolvent of &, 
Now let 
1el-l WC! ave 
cre exist a, 
catio 
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The notions of k-restricted unifier an (k) have been intro 
to operate with finite sets owever it is easy to notice that sue 
approach has little practical value; because 
value of k, and besides even fcr s 
in order ts utilize the above results a more practical app 
attempt to do so 1~ presented in the following section. 
5. tio 
consist of three parts. The rst part is devoted to a 
strategy based on Robinson’s generalized reso 
articularly convenient for higher or sists of 
examples of proofs. In the third part we present a number of different strate 
dealing specifically with various important axioms. 
In both parts the presentation will be less formal than previously in the paper. 
more detailed treatment of these topics will be a matter of a separate publicati 
5.1. Parallel unijkaCion sbafegy 
In spite of the large amount of basic unifiers emerging from matching a pair of 
literals one of which contains a higher-order variable, it is easy to notice that only 
very few (if any) are feasible for use in t e further proof. ost of them lea 
complicated literals which have no relevance to the proof. Unfortunately, at the 
moment of producing a complete set of unifiers it IS generally imposs 
the use&A unifier, and discard the rest by stopping the generation pr 
due t&b the fact that the elimination takes place later in t course of the proof. So, 
an apparent thing to do is the progress with the proof assuming that u 
(if any) unifiers vi11 be produced. This seems to be a very 
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The basic idea of producing a complete set of general unifiers in the parallel case 
is the following. A (k -k lj-tuple (xl,. l . , xk, 6) is called a parallel node if each xi 
(1 s j G k) is a finite set of wffs and 6 is a substitution. A unification tree T for a set 
of k sets of wffs {Al,. .“) Ak} is defined as follows: ( l,. . . , &, E) is the root node 
of T,andif(XI,...,Xk,&)ETthen(Yr,..., Yk, $) is its successor in 7’ iff there is 
an Xi (1 G i G k) and a pair of wffs a, /3 E Xi such that 8 is an elementary 
unification substkution defined by one of Rules 1,2,3, or 4 in Section 2 for cy, P, and 
yi =Xioge =S$ Weshallcallanode(Xt,...,Xk,G)E Turtified iff eachX+G 
is a singleton. In this case 6 will be called a basic ParaEEel unifier. The set of all basic 
parallel unifiers obtained from the tree T is denoted a{A*, . . . , Ak}. 
The notion of parallel unifiers for As,. . . , Ak will be immediately employed in 
the following generalization of resolution. 
Let &, l l . 9 Sk+*, (k 2 1) be clauses such that no variables occur 
simultaneously free in any sit (1 s i s k). Such a sequence will be called a 
pcrrallel linear resolutioat and a clause J’ its resolvent iff 
where 5 is a basic par;,nllel unifier of {(g!” U $“), . . . , (&(kl) U 0)) and g!” s 6, 
(1 s i 6 k), It should be noticed that hyperresolution a special case of 
‘linear resolution whEle the latter is 2 special case of general resolution. 
A very important special case of parallel linear resolution occurs when the 
resolvent is the empty cllzuse. We refer PO this as parallel direct refutation. Because 
we already have a proo f the sought refutation in this case, we do not need to 
produce a complete un ation set (they will be of no use to us in the future). 
Rather we only need to determine if a unifier exists. This is the second unification 
problem stated in the conclusion sf Section ‘3.6. And as we suggested there, the 
problem of determining whether any unifier exists can be approached much more 
practically than the production of a general set of unifiers. A similar approach as 
so developed an algorithm to establish the existence of a 
Mechanizing w-order type 
noting difficult theorems from 
become one of the major chal 
h n case it seems to require spe 
To develop a efhcient algorithm for 
unifiers in a truly parallel manner (e. 
ction 2). Possibilities in th5 dir 
ever, there seems to be a ch 
I) To develop special met 
mining whether a parallel u 
ess on this problem, it is worthy of much 
5.2. Examples of proofs with parallel strategy 
More detailed discussion of some of the above p 
future paper, here we shall only present the baste 
examples. 
As a first exanqk we shall use a proof of Russell’s paradox, 
order theorem tha:i or no set x does x E x. The negated t 
tion can be re ted as follows: 
(1) 1x E, (P),Px 
I axiom of ct4ss formaion, (2) x E f(P), 1 Px, -7Set x 
(3) ixEy,Setx definition 4 sets, 
(4) lxEy,AyEy 
axiom of regularity~ 
0 5 IXE~,--GEA~,-VE~ 
(6) aEa 
x, ~7~ z, P are variables. The types Q 
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roof. 
(7) Set a from (3), (6), 6 = {x c- a, y c- b}, 
(8) I a E f(P), 1 Pa from (2), (7), t? = (X *a}, 
(9 ) lx~y,wiyEAy from (4), (5), 5 = (2 c- 
(10 ) 1 Pa, Af (P) E f(P) from (8), (4), 6 r-.i (X +- a, y +-f(P)}, 
ll (1 ) P 1 Pa, PAf(P) from (l), (lo), Irf = {x +Af(P)}, 
(12) 1 Pa, 7 Af(P) E Af(P) from (9), (IO), 6 = {x +- Af(P), y + f(P)}, 
(13) 0 from (6), (al), (12), 6 = (Pt-AU. U. E u). 
Parallel linear refutation has been applied in (13) as follows: 
I = (6) 9 1 (11) 9 \‘I = a E a, {*I = Pa, 
2 = PAf(P), 2(12), g$” = PAf(P), ql”= Af(P) E Af(P), 
3 = Pa, 3 9 (6) 5” = Pa, q5”= a E a, 
&I = 0, 
parallel unification has to be performed upon the following set: 
{{a E a, pa), {PAf(P), Af(P)E A.f(P)), fpa, a E a))- 
It is clear from the above that the compkte parallel unifying set consists of a 
singleton: (P c-Au. M E u . }. It should be noted that if instead of the above strategy 
we have resolved clauses (2) with (6) we shall obtain a complete set of 4 basic 
unifiers: P+-du.uEu., Pc-Au.aEu., P+hu.uEa., and P*Au.aEa., 
which would expan the ssarch 4 times. ’ 
The second example will be a proof of a 4th-order theorem 
1 w/00) A Vp(Pop 2 p&J) 3 (C&p T ,X0), 
his example was di 
transform A the following skolem normal 
The parallel 
The above U=fx 
contradicts horn 
Example 1). 
The third example, the least trivial 
iscussed by ndrews in [I]. In his pro;, 
introduced by a “puess” while below it will be u~jqu 
e theorrm after negation and 
the following system: 
(18) 1 Qx, Qy 
axioms of e ity, 
(19) u ==v 
(20) p 3 49 p 
axioms of i 
( 1) 2 
(23) 
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Here is a proof: 
(26) 1 Qgox?, Qxo from (I 8), (23), 
(27) 1 gof0.G = fox0 from (22), (24), 
(28) 1 (h&o = f&o.% 1 fnhofoxo = fofo~oxo) from (25), (19), (26), (27), 
(29) hafoxo --: fohoxo from (28), (20), 
(30) 1 fohofC\xo = fofohoxo from (28), (21), 
(31) 8 from (18), (19), (29), (30). 
The parallel linear resolution has been applied twice. The first time to produce (28), 
which is derived as follows: 
51 = (2% 91 = (19), &‘r” = Pfo, ‘1”Z 2)= { 49 
2 = { 1 (Pho II Ph. fohou. ), Pgo}, 2 = (26), @” = Pgo, Y’ = Qgoxo, 
& = { - 7 (Pho > Phu . fohou l ), Qx,}, 51’ = Qxo, r) ‘:’ = {gofoxo = foxo}, 
s 4 = l(Ph,, 3 PAu. fohou. ), 
g = &p 6 = (28), where 
6 = (P t- hk. kfoxo = fokxo., Q c- hu. gof,-,xo ==fuu I, v f- fofoxo}. 
6 is an only parallel unifier of the following set: 
Wf o, v = v ), { Pgo, Qgoxo), {Qxo, gofoxo = foxok 
(If Mead of parallel uni ation we use a pairwise one, the first pair {Pfo, v = v} 
-would already produce i nitely many basic unifiers.) The second general resolu- 
tion used to get (31) is just 2 hyperresolution where (18) is a nucleus and (19), (29), 
(3C) electrons. The a prop ciate substitution is 
b 
ix c- hofoxo, y ++hoxo, Q c- Au 9 fohnfoxu = fou. ? v +- fohofoxo}. 
5.3. §ime special strategies 
1 present comments and suggestions concerning t 
on&order axioms. 
elow we recall axioms describing the properties of’the 
nal connectives: “ --I”, “ 1 “, V’ ;ind “A”. 
(5) P ” 49 1 
The axioms c be used in redu 
the following refutational 
Let CB and b be constant 
(10) ted theorem), 
(1% la (by (2) and WV), 
(14) 8 (by (11) and (13)). 
Unfortunately the reductive mode of usin the propositional axi,~ 
very simple theorems. For example t 
ropositional axiom expansively. Let a 
(15) ~(0 I> ~1g) (negated theorem), 
w QI (by (15) and (17)). 
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suficient to obtain a refutation. Furthermore there seem to be no practical 
a&mntages in using them in the expansive II-IO& and SO we can replace them by 
some reduction rules (see [163). Below we shall present the with some minor 
modifications. 
Let 5, q be literals. We shall say that < is a simple Q-reduction of q iff 
5 
then 5 is a vruiant of or 
II 
obtained by replacement of all free occurrence of variable u in 5 (or 5) by some 
arbitrary variable (possibly u) which is not free in f; 
3u5 hu. 5. Ch(Au. 5.) 
(22) ifq = or then Q = 
--lVU[ ~hu.&:h(hu.C.). 
It should be noted in this point that for the sake of computer implementation it 
would be more convenient o replace Ch(hu. 5.) by an expression f(x, . . . xk) 
(k 20) where f is an arbitrary but fixed constant of appropriate type which never 
has occurred before in the proof, and x1,. . . , xk are all the distinct variables. which 
occur free in 9. These functions f correspond to existential parameters introduced 
by skolemization. We may also for practical reasons add the following rule: 
( 3 2 if 71 =--I-~C then 6={ 
and to complete the definition: 
(24) if otherwise then Q = r). 
We may also define that 6 is a Q-reduction of q iff for some 6, 6 is a simple 
Q-reduction of 5 an 6 is a Q-reduction of q. 
is a Q-reduction of a clause 
(1 s i G k ), such that no variable 
ion in c as occurred free in aving the Q-reduction rule present 
the notion of resolvent of clauses and 3 
variables whit 
Mechnnizing o-o 
y(x==y S(Px 3Py)). 
After skolennization and norma ization we shah obt 
(25) 1x=y, +% py, 
whex r(x) = T(Y) = t and r(P) = ( ). This axiom can be use 
ways: 
(a) In the presr gee o the clauses {a = b) 
(possibly empty) and T 
e following parallel unification: 
(26) ((n = y ? = bw%lH (Of 1 
The result is a clause 
(OV (or {PaI u g)o& 
where ci: is a basic parahel unifier oi” (26). This corresponds 
garamodulation rule. As a point of historical interest a similar way of 
uality has been proposed by Darlington in [4] and th 
d Wos in 1241 who advocated the paramodulation. 
(b) However in the presence of clauses 
{SJ u (57 
where 5, 7 are clauses and 6,. & literals, we may also use hyperresolution o 
unif@ng simultaneously the following set: 
(27) N3 l-9 9 (51, py II* 
The hyperresolvent will have the following form: 
({x==y}U~U 
where C? r; a basic parallel unifier of (27). This usage correspon 
E-resolutia jn [ 151 and resolution with equality. 
completeness of the 2 
P 
a 
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\ 
(2% IP(.z), -+Get(z), y'Ef(P), 
where f is a skolem function. Usually f(P) js denoted as {u 1 Pu}. 
The following remarks seem to be useful. If we resolve any literal with P(X) of 
(28) (or 1 P(y j of (29)) the resulting substitution G- should be A mmediately applied 
respectively to (29) (or (28)). This will save on unnecessary indeipendent resolving of 
the remaining clause without nosing completeness. The validatickr; of tlnis yule comes 
directly from t e original formulation of the axiom. If we shall resolve a literal of 
the form 1Vuq with P(X) from (28) then there is an apparent choice of a basic 
unifier which seems to give the best results, namely 
(J+--Au.q., x +--b), 
where 6 is a skolem expression introduced by skolemization of TVuq. Analogously 
resciGg 3uq with -d’(y) we shall have {P t-h ,, q., y c- b}. Such choice does 
not have a firm basis but it works surprisingly well on numerous examples which 
have been studied. Unfortunately it becomes more complicated when we deal with 
a literal with more than one quantifier in its prefix (for example l’dx’tlyq). 
Axiom of induction. This axiom shows some clear analogies with the axiom of 
class formation. Its 2nd-order formulation is the Mowing: 
VP((P0 A Vx(Px a PSX)) 3 VyPy), 
where x, y, 0 are of type e and T(P) = (e 
After skolemization we obtGn 
), and S denotes a successor function. 
I-Iere the same remark &is in the case of the axiom of class formation also applies: 
uaimely if we b-ecnlve Py :st (30) (or (31)) the resulting substitution should 
immediately appllr to (31) (or respectively (30)). Besides if the resolving substitution 
pi= is such that t l:re is no variable occurring simultaneously in PO0 6 and Pa 0 5 
then we can use the split technique (see [26] and 8271) and refute ;he remaining 
G}, and separateIy with clauses {Pa 0 6) and {PSa 0 6). There is 
lem expression introduced in q. For example, 
X 2 X C’x = X Y (x -- 
owever our unification algori t 
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r(a + b)+ c = a + (6 + c) 
the only proper unifi wouldbeAu.(a+6)+u=a+( 
we should look for itional information using paralle 
arlington first applied the resolution technique to the i~~u~ti~~ 
in the paper mentione 
Some conclusions and reflections follow from the above present 
The examples of the last chapter give some support 
higher-order fo rmulation of t eories can provide a natura 
theorms. Many other more rious examples could be gr 
introduced by higher-order often suggest how lower-o 
these situation? we can concentrate our attention on the important features o 
proofs (which e often obscured in first-order). This tendency toward aroof 
naturality provi s a motive for confronting the special implementation problems 
present in higher-order. 
Secondly, we note that this implementation problem might seem hopeless if we 
are overly impressed by the prolific character and ccmplexity of the unification 
procedure. We have already suggested that simplifications are latent in t 
unification theorem. We also indicated that very substantial further simplifications 
are possible when we are concerned only with the existence of a unifier (cf. 
direct reftitation ira Section 5.1). But we wish to direct the reader’s attenti 
eration: compare the examples of unifiers in Section 2.2 
examples of proofs in Section 5.2. What unifiers are really needed in proofs? 
Perhaps particular constructions of unifiers for particular theories wi 
strikingly eficient, albeit incomplete, heuristics. We simply should not r 
general unification sets in higher-order as having the same 
obtained most general unifier of first-order. 
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using certain propositional axioms in the expansive mode (see Section 5.3). 
unrestricted exploitation of these axioms would cause 
plans (analogous to the unrestricted pro 
intuitive& clear way of designing heuristi 
propositional axiom has to be justified by futu 
irteral, e.g. resolution or merge. It means t 
performing an expansion, which is the 
A last comment is purely speculative. 
proofs, a type theory formuiation might allow a move toward proving more difficult 
theorems than have been previously attempted mechanically. ut such a move 
would soon involve a confrontation with the major problem f general prqof 
theory: HOW does one go about attempting to prove a conjecture? Surprisingly little 
is known about this except at two extremes: the known proofs of particular 
theorems, and vague psychological speculation. Neither of these seems curr 
applicable to computational logic. Thus a step toward more diffcult theorems 
should be captious. However we speculate that some steering devices can be 
built-in using higher-crder notions, But the steering of the proof of a theorem 
would have to be very particular, both to the theory, and the theorem. 
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